Introduction
Biological structures can exhibit considerable morphological plasticity. Many animals can regenerate their original anatomical structure after severe injury, 1 and to reconfigure toward the correct morphology after various grafting operations. 2 For example, salamanders can regenerate their limbs, eyes, jaws, hearts, and tails after amputation, 3, 4 and tails grafted to the flank become slowly turned into limbs. 5 Some remodel their bodies toward a new configuration as a normal part of their life cycle. [6] [7] [8] In some species, this drastic remodeling also involves the nervous system, regenerating or massively rewiring the brain. 9 For example, planaria regenerate complete new heads after amputation, 10 and salamanders also regenerate their brain after region-specific ablation. [11] [12] [13] Insects tear down their existing CNS and produce one with a different architecture, in the journey from a caterpillar to a butterfly. 14, 15 However, a central feature of the nervous system is the ability to represent and store memories, allowing animals to adaptively alter behavior and cognition in light of past experience. The presence of memory and recall is revealed when experience alters behavior and cognition at future times when the original stimulus is no longer present. The brain, as the accepted seat of episodic memory, is often thought to be a stable, unchanging structure, which may seem to be a necessary property to ensure long-term stability of encoded information. Thus, animal model species that exhibit both, brain regeneration and learning, confront us with a fascinating set of questions. Could stable memories persist when cellular turnover and spatial rearrangement modify the hardware within which experiences are stored? What are the dynamics of memories when old cells apoptose, and new cells arise from progenitors? What are the mechanistic robustness and stability requirements for encoding of long-term memories in morphologicallydynamic living tissues? Answering these Keywords: brain, learning, memory, metamorphosis, regeneration, remodeling questions (at both, a molecular and computational level) would have numerous profound implications.
First, these issues directly target the fundamental question of the engram 16, 17 : how is information encoded in living tissue and what is the relationship between memory and the spatial location of specific physical modifications in the brain? If specific memories remain stable as cells are replaced and moved, we can learn much about the physico-chemical representations of mental content. 18 Importantly, this is still a major area of debate. Many in the field believe memories to be stored as changes in synaptic connectivity. 19, 20 Nevertheless, new data suggest that other cell properties (such as transcriptional or epigenetic alterations) may be a crucial significant component. 21, 22 Second, the future of regenerative therapies for brain injury and degeneration 23, 24 depends on our ability to modify brain structure without radically distorting the decades of memory content and personality of the patient. Given recent data implicating non-neuronal cell types in intelligence, 25 ,26 a wide range of potential regenerative therapies may be expected to have effects on the rich memory set of adult human brains. It becomes imperative to understand how recall of established memories fares when novel cell types are introduced into the brain, altering network connectivity and perhaps replacing endogenous cell groups.
Third, could we exploit such mechanisms of memory in our efforts to bioengineer artificial hybrid biobots, which would have not only desired structural and physiological properties, but also useful behaviors that are robust to cellular turnover [27] [28] [29] ? A related issue is that the discovery of such systems would significantly inform efforts to explore non-traditional computational architectures in information science and computer engineering, 30, 31 distinct from the current models of information inextricably dependent on a specific physical location within the digital memory.
Tantalizing findings have already shown that memories can indeed survive extensive remodeling of the brain, indicating transformative opportunities for both fundamental issues in cognitive science and biomedical engineering. In this Perspective, we discuss relevant data in regenerating planaria, metamorphosing insects, and hibernating ground squirrels (Fig. 1) . While much remains to be done, this fascinating intersection of regenerative cell biology and cognitive neuroscience represents a fertile ground for future work of not only deep basic interest but numerous practical applications.
Memories survive CNS rearrangements and remodeling in insects
Holometabolous insects (those which undergo complete metamorphosis) pose an interesting system in which to investigate memory storage and retrieval, as the CNS of these animals undergoes dramatic neurogenesis, pruning, and cell death during the transition from larvae to adulthood. Can memory survive pupation? What benefit would such a robust memory storage system provide the animal? These questions were first formalized nearly one hundred years ago by Andrew Delmar Hopkins, the father of forest entomology, who noted a polyphogous species of pine beetle preferentially infested one host even when multiple hosts were available. 32 Hopkins postulated that female scolytid beetles chose to lay their eggs on the pine species they themselves consumed as larvae, a phenomenon which was later to become known as 'Hopkins' hostselection principle." This hypothesis, as well as that of cross-metamorphic memory in general, has generated large amounts of controversy with numerous reports claiming both support and opposition of the principle.
In support, a variety of studies using lepidoptera have demonstrated a contribution of larval experience on adult behavior, [33] [34] [35] [36] with adult oviposition preference being shaped by pre-imaginal (i.e. larval) events. It is possible that adults retain some memory of their larval lives in these studies, however, critics have pointed to an alternate mechanism which could explain the results termed the 'chemical legacy hypothesis'. 37 The chemical legacy model proposes that odor contamination on the pupal case or within the hemolymph could sensitize adults to these odors while emerging, affecting the behavior of the mature insect independent of larval experience. Indeed, numerous studies have directly tested and proven that a chemical legacy can have direct effects on adult behavior. Drosophila pupae intentionally contaminated with methanol change their response to methanol as adults, even in the absence of larval training. 38, 39 Similarly, parasitic wasps show an oviposition preference for the aphid host in which they themselves develop. 40 This behavior was found to be the result of exposure to host cues during eclosion and not from a neutrally-derived larval memory as pupae removed from aphids during pupation fail to show any host preference after emerging as wasps.
However, a number of carefully controlled studies demonstrate memory across metamorphosis while controlling for any chemical contamination. Both weevil and wasp species retain preferences for their larval environments, and contrary to other chemical legacy reports, do not show changes in adult behavior if their pupal cases are intentionally contaminated with odors.
41, 42 Perhaps most convincingly, aversive associative memory also appears to survive from larvae to adult; in studies pairing electric shock and ethyl acetate, both drosophila and manduca larvae learn to avoid the odor in choice assays and maintain this behavior after emerging as adults. 43, 44 Presentation of odor or shock alone during larval stages had no effect on adults of either species, ruling out any possibility of chemical sensitization/ habituation.
How might this memory be stored during the transition for larvae to adult? Olfactory memory is known to reside in the mushroom bodies, paired lobes of the larval and adult insect brain which receive input from the antennal lobes. 45, 46 However, during pupation this structure undergoes extensive remodeling, with the g neurons completely pruning to the main process and the a'/b' neurons demonstrating partial pruning before establishing adult specific projections. 47, 48 While it is possible a true synaptic memory may persist within a subset of mushroom body neurons, only indirect evidence exists to support this hypothesis and more research is necessary to conclusively confirm or reject the idea. Perhaps the best support to date comes from research using the Tenebrio genus of grain beetle, in which larvae trained to navigate mazes show more rapid learning rates as adults compared to untrained siblings. [49] [50] [51] Analysis of total RNA concentration in the brain revealed an enrichment of RNA in the mushroom bodies in the larva which persisted into adulthood. 52 However this evidence is still indirect and alternative theories for the survival of memory through metamorphosis are myriad. Non-neural memory, chemoreceptor tuning, and gene silencing have all been suggested but never formally tested. For the few theories that have been tested, little follow-up work exists. The question of trans-metamorphic memory, postulated nearly a century ago, remains unsolved yet ripe for study given the development of molecular tools for model species such as Tribolium.
53,54
Memories persist during brain regeneration in planaria Planaria are bilaterian flatworms, possessing complex internal organs, behavioral repertoires, and remarkable powers of regeneration. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] They are a powerful and increasingly popular model for regenerative biology studies, both in terms of understanding stem cell decision-making [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] and physiological controls of largescale pattern formation. [68] [69] [70] [71] Special emphasis has been placed on understanding the mechanisms guiding CNS regeneration in this model system. 10, 72, 73 Neurons in the planarian brain more closely resemble those of vertebrates than those of advanced invertebrates, exhibiting typical vertebrate features of multipolar shape, dendritic spines with synaptic Figure 1 . Animal models of memories that survive brain remodeling Holometabolous insects reorganize their brains during pupation in the transition from larva to adult, with many neurons of the central nervous system pruning to the cell body before the generation of adult specific structures. Planarian species are capable of regenerating their entire brain from a tail fragment in the event of fission or amputation, with new tissue arising from a neoblast stem cell population. Arctic ground squirrels demonstrate a drastic reduction in brain volume during hibernation at near freezing temperatures, which is corrected within hours of arousal. In all 3 of these animal groups, learned behaviors have been observed to survive the striking reorganization of the brain. Photos courtesy of Jerry Friedman (Monarch caterpillar), Ianar e S evi, Linda Mahoney, and Bering Land Bridge National reserve (top, center, and bottom ground squirrel images respectively), used with permission.
boutons, a single axon, expression of vertebrate-like neural proteins, and relatively slow spontaneously generated electrical activity. 74 Therefore, the planarian is not only the first animal to possess a brain, but may be the ancestor of the vertebrate brain. 61, 75 Some of the most interesting and controversial data on the persistence of memories in regeneration thus came from studies of this model. 76, 77 Influenced by the ideas of D. O. Hebb and J. Eccles, who postulated synaptic plasticity as the mechanism of memory encoding, 78, 79 James McConnell and Robert Thompson explored the implications of the theory in vivo. 80 While basal, planarians possess a well-differentiated nervous system and CNS with chemical synapses, 74, 81 satisfying both requirements for synaptic plasticity according to Hebb's model. 80, 82 Having first established planaria as a suitable animal model for the studying of associative learning and memory, 83 McConnell decided to explore what would happen if conditioned worms were cut in 2 and then tested following regenerating? Which half, if either, would retain the memory? McConnell and his students trained worms using a classical conditioning protocol (paring light with an electric shock) and after the worms demonstrated learning, they cut the worms in half. After fully regenerating some weeks later, the team retrained the regenerated worms using the same protocol. The results showed that head fragment retained the pre-cut training, but also surprisingly, worms that regenerated from the tails (which lost the original brain) required significantly less training trials to learn ("saving" paradigm) compared to untrained animals. 77, 84 The astonishing results motivated McConnell to examine another theory of memory -the existence of an "engram," as physical/chemical memory trace which could perhaps be transferred into an untrained animal. 85, 86 McConnell and colleagues conducted a series of experiments where they showed that na€ ıve worms that were fed on trained worms revealed evidences of memory retrieval in a "saving" paradigm, where the fed worms learned more quickly than na€ ıve animals. 82 McConnell and his colleagues fractionated the planarian extracts in an effort to identify the particular molecule that actively allows memory transfer and based on their findings hypothesized that RNA was the active agent allowing memory transfer. 86 Further, na€ ıve worms injected with the RNA extract from trained worms demonstrated the "saving" effect, while RNAse treatment abolished it. 80 This finding was extremely surprising since at the time it was not known that RNA has multiple regulatory functions. 87 These effects were not limited to just one species. A Russian group conditioned another species of planarians' motor responses to shock paired with vibratory stimuli. 88 When animals were transected, retention could be observed in both halves some 14 days after sectioning. These experiments pointed to the retention of experientially induced modifications in regenerating tissues. The posterior segments of the worms regenerated heads that retained the conditioned responses. Their results supported those of Corning and John's (1961) with RNase, suggesting on the possibility that RNA inheritance could be involved. [89] [90] [91] McConnell and his colleagues performed a number of essential controls for learning specificity. For example, they tested for pseudoconditioning and sensitization effects due to non-training variables such as the dissection and regeneration processes, and demonstrated that the head is the organ which executes the particular learned behavior which was assayed (2 headed worms learn faster and tail fragments without brain cannot be the conditioned 80, 82 ). Later, several labs replicated the results (transfer of memory through brain extracts), in rats, mice and fish. 85 Cowley and Griesel (1966) found that the male grand-offspring of female rats that were prenatally malnourished performed more poorly than controls on the HebbWilliams maze, despite the fact that their mothers had been on a standard diet from conception through weaning. That is, the effects of a low protein diet lingered across subsequent, well-fed, generations. These findings shifted the field of memory transfer from planaria to rat as the primary model species. 85 Following a string of studies with rats and mice create, the field became mired in controversy the entire line of research was abandoned and forgotten. 85, 92 Given the technical limitations of the time, the mechanisms underlying the results were never fully identified. However, labs are beginning to reinvestigate this fascinating work using modern molecular advances in the understanding of epigenetic processes [93] [94] [95] [96] that may allow the transfer of environmentally-imprinted information transgenerationally. 97, 98 In addition, discoveries of RNAi regulation 87 and
Additional materials on this fascinating controversy are found in. [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] During the last decade, planaria have re-emerged as a leading model in the field of molecular biology. The genome of a freshwater planarian (Schmidtea mediterranea) has been fully sequenced and molecular techniques including gene-specific RNA interference and in situ hybridization are fully functional with the species. 110, 111 Today, planaria are perhaps the only molecularly-tractable system in which memory and complete brain regeneration can be studied in the same animal. To re-examine this issue, our lab developed an automated training and testing device designed to overcome some of the limitations of older work. 112 Prior efforts performed manually suffered from 1) the time consuming nature of the experiments which only allowed the experimenter to spend a short time each day training any one worm (thus lowering overall N and providing weak memories), 2) the difficulty of reproducing precisely the same protocol across labs (given the worms' sensitivity to even subtle environmental differences), and 3) the challenge of using human observation of behavior to support highly surprising findings (the need to avoid any chance of subjectivity during scoring and to provide a complete behavioral dataset that can be analyzed by others).
Our device provides 24*7 environmental training to each individual animal in parallel, and uses objective criteria for scoring, while recording all the movements for future analysis. Using this platform, our initial study confirmed the ability of worms to recognize a surface etch pattern in a place learning task, and the persistence of this information across head regeneration. 113 While numerous subsequent studies must be done to improve the protocol and ask questions about the mechanism and specificity of the memory, this early result establishes the planarian as a tractable model within which we can next ask questions like: where is the information encoding learned behavior stored? How many and what kind of cells are needed in order to keep the memory? How is it imprinted on the developing new brain? How does encoding and decoding by na€ ıve tissues work? What is the memory capacity of this system? The plethora of molecular tools, cellular-level analytic methods, and automated behavior analyses enables a rich program of investigation using the basic amputation assay to identify the location and main properties of information storage during brain regeneration.
One possible locus for the cellular basis of memory are the planarian neoblasts (stem cells 114 ), which could be modified through epigenetic changes induced by learning. 22, 115, 116 When the new brain develops, neoblasts could potentially imprint the CNS through self-organization mechanisms. [117] [118] [119] A second possibility is that non-coding RNAs implement inheritance. 99, 100 Regardless of the molecular mechanisms required for this process, a complete answer to this question will also require an understanding of the mapping of cognitive content to specific molecular states (encoding and decoding of learned information within RNA, protein, cell networks, or some other mechanism). It is clear that modern techniques and recent findings show great potential for the planarian as an animal model in learning and memory research. Investigating this unique animal, which displays complex behavior and can regenerate its entire brain in only a few days, may provide answers to the enigma of acquisition, storage, and retrieval of memories.
Memory and brain repair in mammals
What happens to memories in mammals whose brains incorporate progeny of (perhaps na€ ıve) stem cells? These are crucial issues because transplants of stem cells into brains is a major medical strategy for stroke and degenerative disease. [120] [121] [122] The answer to this kind of clinical scenario is unknown. Indeed, even the amount of brain tissue needed for specific cognitive functions is not well-understood, given the (rare) cases of hydrocephaly and greatly reduced brain size with normal cognition. 123, 124 One model system that provides an entry point into addressing the biomedical aspects of this question is what occurs during hibernation. 125 While there are various examples of neural reorganization in vertebrates, perhaps none are as remarkable as that of the European and arctic ground squirrel family. During the winter months these animals go into a state of torpor, where their metabolism and brain activity slows considerably. Direct measurements during this period reveal body temperatures hovering around 0 degrees Celsius and Na C K C -ATPase muscle activity decreases up to 60 percent. 126, 127 Under these conditions, massive changes occur within the central nervous system of the animals, with extensive pruning of the dendritic trees within the brain, 128 including areas necessary for long term memory such as the hippocampus. 129 Neurons of this region demonstrate multiple changes including spine morphology/number, reduced branching as well as shorter dendritic length, and changes in microtubule assembly/disassembly protein abundance. [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] In addition to the extensive pruning during torpor, perhaps equally impressive is the fact the brain completely reverses this loss during the first few hours of arousal restoring the original branching density present prior to hibernation. 131, 132 Given this reorganization it has long been questioned whether memory can survive the severe changes in both temperature and dendritic morphology associated with torpor. Early research into this question examined whether hibernating ground squirrels could identify kin and familiar individuals following 9 months of separation. Interestingly, animals appeared to remember kin but demonstrated no recognition of previously familiar non-kin individuals, 133 suggesting that only memories of siblings persist through hibernation (perhaps serving to avoid possible inbreeding the following season). However, further work determined this recognition was not due to true memory, but was in fact a result of self-reference, or similarity of kin to the subject animals own odor. 134 While these results did not provide evidence of long-term memory surviving torpor, a similar study proved more promising. Groups of ground squirrels were tested in one of 3 tasks; maze navigation, an operant feeding machine, and the ability to discriminate housemates from strangers. While recall performance was weak on both of the associative learning assays, the animals were successfully able to discriminate familiar from unfamiliar individuals. 135 It is unclear why the animals could demonstrate memory in one assay but not others, though the authors speculate it could be the result of the complexity of the task or the brain region responsible for the memories. Perhaps most convincingly, in more recent work a number of animals were trained in 2 operant conditioning tasks, jumping between a pair of boxes or crossing through a tube, and found that performance in these tasks was unimpaired following 6 months of hibernation. 136 This result was the clearest to date, and provided strong evidence that some memories could survive the dendritic pruning associated with torpor.
What mechanism may be responsible for memory persistence? While such studies present many challenges (not the least of which is the 6-12 month time periods needed for hibernation and arousal) a number of interesting observations have been reported. Prior to torpor, adipose tissue of the ground squirrels shows a significant increase in antioxidant levels which are predicted to reduce reactive oxygen damage during the severe shift in metabolic activity associated with arousal.
immature neurons have been identified within the hippocampus of ground squirrels. The purpose of these cells is not currently known, but they may act as a renewable source of new neurons during the rearrangements associated with hibernation (although it is not clear how this cell population may or may not relate to memory). 137 Perhaps most compelling is recent work which identified changes in the phosphorylation of tau across torpor, a microtubule associated protein known to play a role in neural plasticity. Phosphorylation of tau increased during the onset of torpor and decreased with arousal, suggesting a possible mechanism for stabilizing neural connections required for long term memory. 138 What makes this finding particularly provocative is the fact that tau protein shows high phosphorylation in patients suffering from Alzheimer's disease, perhaps positioning the ground squirrel as a model to examine the tau signaling pathways with the hope of identifying new targets for therapeutics.
What mechanisms underlie memory?
The question of memory persistence though brain remodeling is an extreme version of a more basic puzzle: how are memories encoded so that they can be reliably decoded within the lifetime of even an un-altered brain? The current paradigm holds that memories are encoded and stored through modification of synaptic connections and the resulting patterns of activation within neuronal networks. This conception is termed "The Synaptic Plasticity Hypothesis." 139 The hypothesis was supported by discoveries of activitydependent plasticity mechanisms such as long-term potentiation (LTP), 140 long term depression (LTD), 141 and spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP), 78 which are all mechanisms that clearly correlate to learning and memory behaviors. 139, 142, 143 However, the synaptic plasticity hypothesis alone has difficulties in explaining the long-life persistency of memories, since the above-mentioned mechanisms are inherently unstable. 144, 145 In addition, the discovery of memory reconsolidation process 146 and the possible requirement for constant activation of protein PKMzeta for memory maintenance 147 argue against the concept of memory storage as a hardwired neural network. Memories can chemically unwire, and are highly dynamic and sensitive to disruption, even long after consolidation. How can memories survive for a lifetime in a dynamic neural-network? It is also hard to explain how memory transfers offline, from the acquisition organ to the storage regions in the brain (in mammals: from the hippocampus to the neocortex), long after the remembered episode occurred, ( 96 see 148 for a detailed discussion). A similar process of memory transfer in the brain has been found in octopus 149, 150 indicating that this is a fundamental biological mechanism. Finally, recent work showed that memory traces exist even without the complex activation thought to be determined by the specific synaptic weight 19, 151 and even after erasing the synaptic connectivity related to specific memory. 21 These recent findings are challenging the conservative point of view and require new ideas. It is likely that although memory is encoded through synaptic plasticity and recalled by activation of the neural network, there is a "blueprint" of the memories that may be kept safely in place by a mechanism other than the synaptic connections themselves. Thus, future studies of the models of survival of memory traces through brain regeneration has the potential to reveal the mechanism of long-term memory maintenance.
Memory in aneural systems
It is possible that encoding in the CNS is such that it is robust to massive rearrangements of the underlying substrate. On the other hand, it is possible that additional mechanisms can support robust memory by providing a "backup" storage medium during brain rearrangement. For example, in planaria, it is possible that memory can be stored outside the brain and imprinted on the nascent brain during regeneration. Feedback between behavioral (brain-mediated) and other cellular memory mechanisms has been demonstrated in a number of interesting contexts. For example, injecting frog eggs with various substances (orange or citral) results in animals that prefer to feed on material containing those substances. 152 Similarly, exposing eggs to a novel odor together with an endogenous alarm chemical results in larvae that produce escape behavior when presented to the odor alone. 153 In both of those cases, a novel and as yet unknown mechanism must be at play since the original "learning" takes place in very early embryonic stages, long before a CNS exists. For example, from the Hepper and Waldman study, we must conclude that the intracellular milieu of the frog egg has mechanisms for recognizing various molecules and transmitting this information as a stable memory to the nervous system when it is subsequently formed. This kind of functional coupling between intracellular signaling mechanisms and neural network-mediated behavior suggests that much remains to be discovered about the information sources available to the brain during repair and perhaps even in normal cognition. A more detailed treatment of the parallels between information-processing mechanisms in the CNS and morphogenetic signaling is given in. 154 Interestingly, neural-like computation, decision-making, and memory have been reported well beyond the traditional CNS, including sperm, 155 amoebae, 156 yeast, 157 and plants. [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] These appear to be mediated by well-conserved, ubiquitous mechanisms that appear to be also involved in neural information processing, such as cytoskeleton 165 and electrical networks. 166, 167 Single somatic cells perform subtraction, addition, low-and band-pass filtering, normalization, gain control, saturation, amplification, multiplication, and thresholding. 168 If indeed memory and information processing rely on labile connections within a rich network of signaling activity, it becomes immediately clear (counter McCulloch) than the CNS is not the only game in town. Mechanisms that are responsible for cellular computations necessary to rearrange the body plan during remodeling, regeneration, and metamorphosis include the cytoskeleton, metabolic signaling circuits, and the gene regulatory networks. All of these exhibit (physiological) experience-dependent rewiring and rich feedback loops that can store state information. Indeed, all of the major mechanisms by which nerves functionion channels, neurotransmitters, and electrical synapses not only exist throughout the body but are now known to be functional drivers of many patterning events during regenerative and developmental pattern regulation. [177] [178] [179] [180] It is possible that functional linkage between the memory-keeping mechanisms in the CNS and the encoding of target morphologies during pattern regulation is at least in part mediated by the same bioelectric mechanisms. [181] [182] [183] [184] Because the molecular components of non-neural bioelectric signaling are increasingly well-characterized, [185] [186] [187] [188] it is now possible to specifically test the hypothesis that the somatic and cognitive memory systems are coupled during the above-described examples in which memories survive drastic cellular turnover and rearrangement.
Outlook: implications and future work
Convincing data from insects, planaria, and mammals suggest the ability of memories to survive drastic rearrangement and rebuilding of the CNS. Despite the availability of model systems tractable to both behavioral analysis paradigms and molecular genetics of pattern regulation, this area has not received focused attention and remains fertile ground for new investigation. Suggested lines for investigation in such a research program (currently ongoing in our lab) include:
New theory and quantitative in silico analysis in the field of modeling artificial neural networks under topological change, to learn what kinds of encodings might allow the type of memory robustness observed in some species; Wider surveys of different learning paradigms and kinds of memory persisting in brain-regenerative and metamorphosing organisms, to identify novel and perhaps even more impressive examples of memory persisting through brain remodeling; Molecular analyses of the mechanisms by which neural networks may exchange information with surrounding tissues (as would be required for the regenerating planarian brain to be imprinted with information by the remaining body fragment). Such studies could test non-neural bioelectrical signaling 178, 189 and cytoskeletal computation 190, 191 ; Testing the idea that CNS-remodeling operations (regenerative pathways) may function in such a way as to specifically preserve encoded information. If true, this would imply a close relationship between the information-processing algorithms that implement pattern regeneration and those that implement memory. 154 One way to approach this hypothesis is to attempt to apply the computational modeling approaches currently used to understand computation in the CNS to the mechanisms regulating pattern formation; existing examples include neural-like models of intracellular signaling pathways 192 and information-centered models of regeneration 193 ; Establishment of additional assays at the intersection of pattern regulation and cognition, such as for example regional brain transplants, 12, [194] [195] [196] and attempts to demonstrate learning in non-neural cellular networks, 175 which would drive the formulation of specific models of how non-brain tissue can support memory during brain regeneration.
This novel interdisciplinary area, at the intersection of behavioral neuroscience and molecular developmental biology, raises unique challenges both in terms of novel theory that needs to be developed and new approaches at the bench. The impact of significant progress in this area would be huge, in terms of implications for the basic understanding of how mental content is encoded in cellular structures, the design of new regenerative therapies for radical brain repair in medical contexts, and the engineering of biologicallyinspired computational media. Thus, several basic and applied areas of science and biomedicine stand to gain from investigations into a crucial and yet still poorlyunderstood phenomenon: memory, in its behavioral and morphological aspects.
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